#WLICWOW Competition

Terms & Conditions

Introduction

1. The #WLICWOW Competition (the Competition) is addressed to participants of the 85th IFLA World Library and Information Congress (WLIC).

2. The organiser or the Competition (the Organiser) is the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, a foundation under Dutch private law, located at Prins Willem Alexanderhof 5 (2595 BE) in The Hague, Netherlands.

3. The goal of the competition is to inspire WLIC participants to share inspiring stories and benefits from sessions and other meetings during WLIC.

Entry

1. To enter the competition, the entrant must either:
   - Publish a post on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram with a picture with the use of #WLICWOW hashtag

   or

   - Send an email with a brief statement (not more than 200 words) with a picture to wlicwow@ifla.org that highlights his/her WLICWOW moment – an inspiration, quote, story etc. answering at least one of the following questions:

     a) Have you made new connections during a networking event?

     b) Did you learn anything new?

     c) Have you been motivated to make a difference to the library field?

2. All entries must include pictures, a caption and a hashtag #WLICWOW.

Period

1. Entry to the competition commences on Saturday 24th August 2019 at 08:00 (EEST) and closes on Wednesday 28th August 2019 at 20.00 (EEST).

2. The Winner will be announced at the Closing Session of WLIC on Thursday 29th August 2019.

Prize

1. The prize is a complimentary registration to WLIC 2020 in Dublin, Ireland.

2. The prize is as stated, is not transferable to another individual and no cash or other alternatives will be offered.
3. The winner is responsible for expenses and arrangements not specifically included in the prizes, including any necessary travel and accommodation documents and arrangements, passports, visas etc.

**Determination of the winner**

1. The Competition is a game of skill, and chance plays no part in determining the winner.
2. The entry will be assessed, and the winner will be determined by the Assessment Committee (the Committee) set up by the Organiser.
3. The Members of the Committee must not enter the Competition.
4. The decision of the Committee is final based on the criteria listed above and no correspondence will be entered into over this decision.

**General**

1. All entries must be made directly by the person entering the competition.
2. The entrant must be aged 18 or over.
3. Entry to the competition constitutes acceptance of these Terms and Conditions.
4. No responsibility can be accepted for entries lost, damaged or delayed in the post, or due to computer error or any other failure that is beyond control of the Organiser.
5. Confirmation of the prize will be made in writing to the winner and the winning entry will be shared on social media unless specifically instructed not to.
6. Reasonable efforts will be made to contact the winner. If the winner cannot be contacted, or is unable to comply with these terms and conditions, the Organizer reserves the right to offer the prize to the runner up elected by the same judges and according to the same criteria.
7. Failure to respond or failure to meet the eligibility requirements may result in forfeiture of the prize.
8. The Organiser reserve the right to amend or alter the terms and conditions of the Competitions at any time and reject entries from entrants not entering into the spirit of the competition. The amended terms and conditions will be published on the WLIC website.
9. The winner agrees to the use of his/her name and photograph and will co-operate with any other reasonable requests by the Organiser to any post-winning publicity.
10. Questions related to the competition can be sent to webmaster@ifla.org